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RESEARCH & PUBLICATIONS

SETTING UP THE PROPER BUSINESS STRUCTURE

Too many Advisor/Owners focus on “revenue strength” as the sole measure of their success; creating 
and building “enterprise strength” delivers additional and enduring value capable of supporting a 
sophisticated succession planning strategy.

In order to build a financial advisory practice or business that has enduring 
and transferable value, the process must begin with a properly constructed 
foundation, regardless of the size of the practice or the number of financial 
advisors, owners or producers. Cash flow and business value are directly 
linked through the practice’s organizational and compensation structure. 
Correctly assembling and coordinating these functions can result in the 
business’s ability not only to perpetuate itself, but to grow and protect 
itself over time against continuity events.

The compensation system most commonly utilized by advisors (registered 
reps and investment advisors) is some form of revenue-sharing or 
commission-splitting (i.e., an eat-what-you-kill system). This approach 
can have a seriously detrimental effect on where the value, or equity, is 
centered – either in the enterprise or business itself (which can endure), or 
in the individual producer or advisor (which is unlikely to survive beyond 
the advisor’s career). Revenue-splitting is an easy payment system to 
implement – certainly easier than hiring a bookkeeper and a payroll 

service to generate a W-2 wage and withholding system. But the risk and true cost of a revenue-splitting 
arrangement becomes increasingly apparent the more successful the new advisor becomes.

The end result of revenue-splitting arrangements and other forms of eat-what-you-kill payment systems 
is the creation of many small, perishable “books of business” under the hiring advisor’s own roof, rather 
than the growth of one strong and enduring business model or enterprise. Equity, or business value, is 
often exchanged for cash flow, but that cash flow is under the control of one or more separate advisors. 
The ease and simplicity of setting up a revenue-splitting arrangement too often backfires when a formal 
valuation is completed and the founding advisor discovers that his or her business value is limited to the 
client base they individually serve.

In terms of organizational structure, the common starting point for most financial advisors is a sole 
proprietorship model – a single advisor compensated on the basis of some form of revenue-split or 
eat-what-you-kill system (see Figure 1). To its credit, this basic production-based or advisor-driven model 
is extremely adaptable and simple to establish and operate. Unfortunately, this starting point is often 
mistaken as a building block for larger, more sustainable business models, resulting in a very common 
and predominant business structure in the independent financial services industry (see Figure 2).

This structure, generically described as a “silo-based model,” does present one common business 
name and structure to the advisor’s clients and to the public, but the nucleus of the business model, 

the corporation or LLC (Limited Liability Company), has 
little to no value because only expenses are paid through 
its bank account. The value, or equity, is actually split 
between two or more separate advisors, each a separate, 
isolated “production unit” or “book of business” capable of 
taking their clients with them at any time. From a buyer’s 
perspective, the business as a whole has no value. Adding 
more and more advisors to this model may increase total 

KEY POINTS
1.  Doubling the amount of cash flow in an 

ego-centric practice model – which is 
the most common model in the industry 
– often results in little to no improvement 
in the value of the practice.

2. The most valuable and enduring 
business models now emerging in 
the independent financial services 
industry are structured as equity-centric 
ensembles.

3. Proper structuring provides enterprise 
strength, capable of sustained growth 
rates and survivability even in the 
event of the founder’s sudden death, 
temporary or permanent disability.

sole proprietorship or sole proprietorship with entity

“Eat-What-You-Kill” ModelFIGURE 1
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cash flow, but it usually does not 
change the resulting value of the 
founder’s overall business. 

The most valuable and enduring 
business models now emerging in 
the independent financial services 
industry are structured like Figure 
3. A properly constructed “Equity- 
Centric Ensemble Model” relies 

on a strong, centralized entity structure (LLC or Corporation) which collects all incoming revenue 
(assigned from the receiving producer/financial advisors), pays out compensation (wages and benefits) 
for work performed (including production), and pays operating expenses. The net result is a stronger 
business that generates a higher quality and more predictable cash flow. This fuels profit distributions 
– (does not increase salaries) and these profits, in turn, provide Advisor/Investors with two essential 
results: 1) a return on their investment, and; 2) the means by which to pay for that continuing investment.

One of the most powerful growth strategies available to independent financial professionals is to use a 
combination of compensation elements (e.g., wages or paychecks for work performed) and equity value 
(i.e., an internal ownership track) throughout a business’s lifetime. Adding an ongoing equity component 
to a firm’s compensation structure allows the business to create a shared-risk/shared-reward relationship 
between employers and employees - a connection between the generations, providing both the means 
and the rewards of ownership. This is often accomplished by assembling a team organized around a 
formal entity structure such as an LLC or a corporation.

The process generally begins with selecting the proper entity (usually a corporation or LLC, though 
the differences can be significant), capitalizing that entity correctly to support ongoing equity 
management, and utilizing both compensation and equity over the course of a career to obtain 
maximum value and growth. Note: Even though an entity cannot be paid securities revenues under 
FINRA rules, most independent broker-dealers permit an advisor to contribute their earned revenues 
into a “corporate bank account that pays expenses, including salaries.” All owners should be properly 

licensed in order to participate in these structures and to 
receive profit distributions.

A sole proprietorship, or a corporation or LLC with just one 
owner, will come to an end with the retirement, disability 
or death of its owner; it is built to die. A corporation or 
LLC with multiple generations of ownership serving multi-
generational client bases, on the other hand, has the ability 
with proper planning and staffing to last well beyond any 
one advisor’s career or lifetime, and to create an enduring 
business with significant transferable value. This business 
value, in turn, can support a variety of sophisticated 
succession plans for the founding owner and key staff 
members for generations to come.

a centralized LLC or corporation collects incoming 
revenue and pays out operating expenses and 
compensation

FIGURE 3 Equity-Centric Ensemble Model

multiple sole proprietorships linked together through a corporation or LLC

FIGURE 2 Silo-Based Model


